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He has done it again! Author/Poet Tyrone James Parnell's WORDS FROM THE WELL provides
stimulating poetry that personifies life's true emotions. His first book STANDING IN THE DOORWAY
OF LIFE gave us all an up-close & personal look at ourselves & provided a means to express the
unsaid. WORDS FROM THE WELL takes us to the next level. You will find it explores the views &
values we all hold sacred. Mr. Parnell has truly mastered the art of Life Poetry, his poems Timely
Touch & Special Ones will move your kindred spirits & revive your faith. He delicately ventures into
the realm of relationships & with the poems the Process & the Flirt & then takes us spinning out of
the dark side of romance with Second Wind & Only You. WORDS FROM THE WELL is not a book,
it's a journey into your foundation that rattles the fabric of your value chain. It's your own personal
reference where you define the interpretation. Mr. Parnell challenges us to achieve & stay focused
& he clearly reminds us of the consequences in his riveting poem Clyde's Climb. WORDS FROM
THE WELL is a keepsake, may it hoist your heart in periods of hurt & open your eyes when there is
no horizon in sight.
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Day and Night , Jean Lafrance, Jan 1, 1993, Prayer, 127 pagesSilken Seduction , Tara Nina, Feb 1,
2012, Fiction, . Selling her jewelry designs is on the top of Temair O'Hara's agenda. That is, until
sexy Brit Evan Lyndsay stops by her booth at the trade show and sets off a series of download
Words from the Well 1997 0964529912, 9780964529915 Bradford's History of the Plymouth
Settlement, 1608-1650 , William Bradford, Harold Paget, 1920, Massachusetts, 353 pages This
annual publication lists the staffs of British Diplomatic and Consular posts overseas and in the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office in London. The list describes the. Describes the characteristics
of impulsive control disorders, their possible genetic, developmental, and chemical causes, related
disorders, and treatments.



America's democratic republic , Edward S. Greenberg, Benjamin I. Page, Dec 21, 2006, Political
Science, 592 pages. Written in a lively, narrative style and presenting a provocative point-of-view,
this book gets to the heart of Americans' frustrations with our government. Acknowledging thatThe
organization and administration of sport , Trevor Slack, Christopher Robin Hinings, 1987, Sports &
Recreation, 247 pages



Basics of Hinduism , Shivendra Kumar Sinha, Jan 1, 2008, Hinduism, 190 pages. This book
provides wide-ranging information on Hindu religion, in a simplified and easy-to-read form. It
explains the concepts and beliefs interwoven in the texture of HinduismThe Myth of Judicial
Activism Making Sense of Supreme Court Decisions, Kermit Roosevelt, 2006, Law, 262 pages.
Constitutional scholar Kermit Roosevelt uses plain language and compelling examples to explain
how the Constitution can be both a constant and an organic document, and takes a Words from
the Well 1997 0964529912, 9780964529915
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Braid Poems, Mia Leonin, 1999, Poetry, 65 pages. Poetry. Maxine Kumin has praised this exciting
new poet as observant and imaginative. . . . Potions and magic spells exert a powerful hold on her
work as she struggles to comeCode Name Merlin, George Wise, May 19, 2011, Fiction, . When
women begin disappearing from U. S. Military bases around the world, the President calls in his
personal troubleshooter. Can he find and save those women who have suddenly
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Everyday Spells for a Teenage Witch , Marie Bruce, 2002, Juvenile Nonfiction, 160 pages. Explains
how teenagers can change their environment using natural, positive energy; discusses tools, spells,
rituals, and potions; and offers spells to help with love, schoolThe Epic Return One Woman's
Unforgettable Search for Freedom, Sandra Petino, Apr 5, 2013, Body, Mind & Spirit, . How far will
you go to change your life? What are you willing to let go of? Do you want to know who you really
are? Have you ever thought that there must be more to life? Is
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Colossians: A Study of Authority A Study of Authority, Thomas Schaff, May 1, 2002, Religion, 200
pagesThe Kings of Clonmel , John Flanagan, Jan 1, 2009, Adventure stories, Australian, 403 pages.
Will is at the annual Ranger Gathering but Halt is investigating mysterious happenings in the west.
When he does finally return, it's with bad news. Hibernia is in turmoil. A
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The Religious Forces of the United States, Enumerated, Classified, and Described on the Basis of
the , H. K. Carroll, 2009, History, 514 pages. This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was
curated for quality. Quality assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt to
remove books with imperfectionsRevolt of the Scribes Resistance and Apocalyptic Origins, Richard
A. Horsley, 2010, Religion, 229 pages. "If earlier scholarship on apocalyptic literature was once
described as "clueless about apocalypticism, " it was due in part to a focus on questions of
definition, literary
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A Western Approach to Reincarnation and Karma Selected Lectures and Writings, Rudolf Steiner,
Jan 1, 1997, Body, Mind & Spirit, 152 pages. This book collects many of Steiner's most important
statements on reincarnation and karma. The main purpose of this volume is to help readers meet
the challenge of spiritualThe Philosophical Writings of Descartes: , RenГ© Descartes, Jun 20, 1985,
Philosophy, 444 pages. These two volumes provide a translation of the philosophical works of
Descartes, based on the best available Latin and French texts. They are intended to replace the
only Management information from data bases , T. Crowe, D. E. Avison, 1980, Computers, 200
pages Aleister Crowley's ascension into the pantheon of alternative gurus was cemented by his
appearance on The Beatles' Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band album cover. If the text you're
using for general chemistry seems to lack sufficient mathematics and physics in its presentation of
classical mechanics, molecular structure, and statistics. In 1858 Our Lady appeared to Bernadette,
a girl of fourteen, the eldest of the four children of Louise and Francois Soubirous, a miller who
had fallen on hard times. The first.



Twisted Reason , Diane Fanning, 2010, Fiction, 215 pages. When several patients with dementia,
including her father-in-law, disappear and later turn up dead, Virginia homicide detective Lucinda
Pierce conducts an investigation thatHenry A. Kissinger speaks on Communist parties in Western
Europe, challenge to the West, at the Conference on Italy and Eurocommunism, sponsored by the
Hoover Institution and the American Enterprise Institute, Washington, D. C., June 9, 1977 , Henry
Kissinger, Hoover Institution on War, Revolution, and Peace, 1977, Political Science, 19 pages
Tyrone J. Parnell 1997



Point No Point Selected Poems, Sujata Bhatt, Jan 1, 1997, Poetry, 149 pages. In a very short time
the author has gained recognition as one of the distinct and reckonable new voices. She has things
to say about her native India and her native tongueHealing Back and Joint Injuries A Proven
Approach to Ending Chronic Pain and Avoiding Unnecessary Surgery, Joseph Valdez, M.D., 2009,
Health & Fitness, 258 pages. Millions suffer from joint or back injuries and live with chronic pain.
But relief is possible, and Dr Joseph Valdez can show them how to achieve it. By carefully
analysing a



The Masked Driver The Masked Driver and the Heroes of the American Highways, David Russell,
Mar 22, 2001, FictionReconstructing Criminal Law Text and Materials, Nicola Lacey, Celia Wells,
Oliver Quick, 2003, Law, 876 pages. This text provides an alternative to the standard black letter
criminal law text Tyrone J. Parnell Terryworld , Terry Richardson, 2008, Photography, 288 pages.
Porn stars, supermodels, transsexuals, hillbillies, friends, pets, and celebrities do for photographer
Terry Richardson what they do for no other because in his world, taboos Presents an illustrated
reference that covers the history, culture and tribal distribution of North American Indians. This
first of Jane Austen's published novels is the story of two starkly different English sisters: Elinor
Dashwood, the epitome of prudence and self-control, and her younger. This book is a collection of
4 spiritual biographies written by Swami Satyananda Giri, eminent disciple of Swami Sriyukteshvar
Giri. In this collection are the biographies of.



White-Collar Crime and Criminal Careers , David Weisburd, Elin Waring, Feb 12, 2001, Law, 189
pages. Weisburd and Waring offer here the first detailed examination of the white-collar criminal
careerElementary Statistics: Picturing the World Student Study Pack, Beverly Dretzke, Ron Larson,
Farber, Kathleen McLaughlin, Dorothy Wakefield, Jan 21, 2005, Mathematics, 153 pages.
Everything a student needs to succeed in one place. Free, packaged with the book, or available for
purchase standalone. StudyPak contains: * Chapter Quiz Prep Video (CD-ROM
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The Art and Science of Change , Stephen George Banhegyi, Eugenie May BanhegyiMasters of
Success , Ivan Misner, Mar 1, 2004, Business & Economics, 275 pages. SUCCESS! THE MAGIC
WORD. THE HOLY GRAIL. THE AMERICAN DREAM. Who has not admired the titans of sport,
entertainment commerce and public service and been inspired to set course Tyrone J. Parnell 1997
A Scattering , Christopher Reid, 2009, Bereavement, 62 pages. A tribute to the author's wife
consisting of poems written during her final illness and after her death



Batman The Dark Knight Returns, , 2002, Comics & Graphic Novels, 227 pages. After ten years
away from the public eye, a wave of violence in Gotham City brings Batman back as a
vigilanteHeroes of the Valley , Jonathan Stroud, 2010, Adventure stories, 389 pages. Listen then,
and I'll tell you again of the Battle of the Rock. But none of your usual wriggling, or I'll stop before
I've begun . . . Halli loves the old stories from when the Words from the Well Tyrone J. Parnell
Fortune's merry wheel the lottery in America, John Samuel Ezell, Jan 1, 1960, Games, 331 pages
Employing an individual life lived under any names, Names and Stories investigates nineteenth-
century British culture while also embodying a critical and historical engagement. Lehninger
Principles of Biochemistry, Fourth Edition brings clarity and coherence to an often unwieldy
discipline, while incorporating the field's most important recent.
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